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COMPACT H2020 Project

The objective of COMPACT is to foster
debate among key stakeholders on the state
of the art on social media and convergence.
Coordination and Support Action ->
Designed to facilitate dialogue on the
development of social media policies and to
create a space for collaboration

-> Research dimension: WP2
seeks to identify, analyze and inform on the
national and European policies addressing
social media and convergence

-> Report on National Courts,
Social Media and Convergence
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Courts and social media governance

• Courts are important actors of social media governance: 
• Rule-interpretation: In the course of determining the law applicable to a dispute, judges 

do not merely declare what the law says; they ‘create’ understandings of it and thus 
define the applicable legal standards

• Contribution to the protection and balancing of distinct fundamental rights (FR) and 
interests 

• Social media as a significant means for the exercise of free speech and the right to 
information 

• Tensions with the protection of ‘the rights of others’, e.g. the protection of one’s 
reputation, the right to private life, data protection rights, etc.

• Challenges for the maintenance of public order and national security and the 
prevention of disorder or crime
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The COMPACT study on national courts and social media

• A focus on the jurisprudence of supreme, constitutional and 
second-instance courts 

• Countries reviewed: Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Italy, Latvia, 
Portugal, Slovakia and Slovenia

• The study discusses:
• the characteristics of case law 
• judicial reasoning on social media and fundamental rights
• judicial dialogue between courts (i.e. references to other courts’ 

rulings - national-European-foreign)
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Data collection

• National research teams 
(COMPACT partners)

• Data collection in two phases ->
• Phase A: 

• identification of the social media 
case law of supreme and 
constitutional courts 

• pilot testing --> development of a
case notes template to be used for 
each judgment

• Phase B: 
• identification of the social media-

related case law of second 
instance courts

• coding and analysis
• interviews with local experts
• background information notes
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Our sample – Higher court cases 

• Cases on social media
• Cases on blogs, chat rooms, online forums 

and messaging applications  
• Cases on legacy and online news media 

when dealing with user-generated content
• Size: 147 higher court cases from Bulgaria, 

Croatia, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Slovakia and 
Slovenia (1/1/2012 – 31/5/2018)

• Majority of cases from supreme courts 
(97%) 

• Constitutional court cases identified in Italy, 
Latvia, Slovakia and Slovenia (5 in total)
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Country Number of 
cases

Slovakia 3

Slovenia 3

Bulgaria 4

Greece 3

Latvia 5

Croatia 34

Italy 95

Total 147



Issue areas in higher court cases

• Cases on defamatory, degrading and 
insulting content (35%) -> contentious 
publications in social media, blogs and 
the online press (users’ comments) 

• Cases involving social media 
accounts/content as evidence in  
proceedings (31%) -> mostly criminal

• Cases on  hate speech and other 
illegal content (19%) -> hate speech, 
incitement to terrorism, incitement to 
commit a crime, child pornography, 
proselytism, etc. 
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The fundamental rights dimension 

• Judicial reasoning on FR: 15% of higher court cases (22 out of 147 cases)
• 4 out of 5 constitutional court cases (80%); 18 out of 142 supreme court cases 

(12.7%)
• Free speech concerns are central to judicial analysis on FR: 81.8% of higher 

court rulings with a FR component address freedom of expression (18 out of 22 
cases)

• 3 out of 4 constitutional court cases (75%); 15 out of 18 supreme court cases 
(83.33%)

• Type of cases with a free speech dimension: 
• freedom of political speech 
• freedom of expression and the impact of social media on legacy media regulation
• freedom of the press
• other freedom of expression cases
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Freedom of political speech

• Constitutional Court of Latvia, Decision 2016-09-01 of 18 January 2017
• The inclusion of the Internet (covering social media and email communication) in 

the prohibition of pre-election campaigning the day of the election and the day 
before was claimed to place a disproportionate restriction on free speech. 

• Constitutional Court of Italy, Decision 303/2013 of 17 December 2013
• Art. 68(1) Italian Const.: Parliamentarians’ free speech is subject to wider protection 

-> Members of parliament avoid liability for statements made when performing their 
functions, on condition that a ‘functional nexus’ between statement and political 
activity exists. 

• The Constitutional Court acknowledged the contribution of social media to political 
speech but took the position that it would be unreasonable to confirm a functional 
nexus whenever a parliamentarian uses social media to reach out to citizens.
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The impact of social media on legacy media regulation 

• Constitutional Court of Slovakia, Decision II. ÚS 307/2014-45 of 18 
December 2014 

• The dispute arose from a decision of the Slovak media regulator which found a TV 
broadcaster to have violated domestic rules on objective and impartial news 
reporting.

• Requirements for impartial reporting in news and current affairs programmes had 
been legitimately imposed in the 1990s to sustain democracy and prevent the 
manipulation of the information offered by what was then a limited number of 
media outlets. 

• The changes brought to the media landscape, including the advent of social media, 
no longer justify such strict regulation of impartiality. 

• Interference with broadcasters’ free speech on grounds of impartiality is lawful only 
if it falls within the scope of Article 26(4) Const. on legitimate restrictions upon free 
speech, namely protecting the rights and freedoms of others, national security, 
public order, protection of health and morals. 
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Freedom of the press 

• Supreme Court of Italy, Decisions 7155/2011 of 10 January 2011, 
10594/2013 of 3 November 2013, 11895/2013 of 30 October 2013, 
31022/2015 of 29 January 2015, 12536/2016 of 25 February 2016, 21521, 
13 December 2017

• Cases on allegedly defamatory content published online, either on blogs and social 
media or in newspaper articles -> seizure (blackout) of the concerned webpage as an 
interim measure

• Can social media and blogs benefit from the constitutional ‘privileges’ of the press, 
i.e. prohibition of seizure?

• Social media and blogs do not qualify as ‘the press’. They do not have the ‘same 
structure and characteristics’ of the press and therefore cannot be subject to the 
constitutional guarantees for the press.
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Public figures

• Supreme Court of Bulgaria, Decision 159/2015 of 19 June 2015 
• A journalist found guilty of insult on account of the social media publication of an article she had 

written against a politician. 
• The limits of acceptable criticism vis-à-vis public figures and politicians can be wider. Free speech 

should not be restricted in case of criticism targeting the professional life or public activity of a 
public figure. 

• However, degrading statements that do not contribute to a debate of general interest cannot 
come within the scope of protection of free speech.

• Italian Supreme Court, Decision 6965/17 of 17 March 2017 
• A judge found guilty of disciplinary offences for statements made against lawyers on the 

discussion forum of a blog 
• The role of judges in the administration of justice should not entail an excessive limitation on 

their ability to participate in public debate; this would imply a disproportionate limitation on 
the judiciary’s freedom of expression. 
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Sources of FR provisions

• Higher court cases with FR reasoning: 
• National constitutions
• No use of the CFR
• Use of the ECHR mostly in conjunction with constitutional provisions -> such 

combined reference mainly concerns freedom of expression 
• Use of the ECHR is frequently combined with references to the ECtHR jurisprudence.

• Judges pick those ECtHR rulings that they see fit to highlight particular points in 
their reasoning. 

• In none of the cases reviewed have domestic judges questioned the ECtHR’s 
reasoning. Reference to ECtHR decisions is made to corroborate national judicial 
reasoning.
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Thank you for your attention!
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More info on the study: http://compact-media.eu/deliverables-
summary/
Contact: epsychogiopoulou@eliamep.gr

http://compact-media.eu/deliverables-summary/
mailto:epsychogiopoulou@eliamep.gr
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